Kern Valley High School
School-Wide Positive Behavioral Interventions
and Supports
General Overview
The main focus of Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports (PBIS) is to
provide a clear system for all expected behaviors at Kern Valley High School. While
many faculty and students may have assumptions of what is expected behavior, we
cannot assume that everyone’s beliefs are similar. Through PBIS, we will work to create
and maintain a productive, safe environment in which ALL school community members
have clear expectations and understandings of their role in the educational process.
Proactive Approach to School-Wide Discipline
Schools that implement school-wide systems of positive behavior support focus
on taking a team-based system approach and teaching appropriate behavior to all
students in the school. Schools that have been successful in building school-wide
systems develop procedures to accomplish the following:
1. Behavioral Expectations are Defined. A small number of clearly defined behavioral
expectations are defined in positive, simple, rules. Kern Valley High School’s KV
STRONG Commitments are:
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Supportive
Together
Resilient
Outgoing
Noteworthy
Generous

2. Behavioral Expectations are Taught. The behavioral expectations are taught to all
students on campus, and are taught in real contexts. Teaching appropriate behavior
involves much more than simply telling students what behaviors they should avoid.
3. Appropriate Behaviors are Acknowledged. Once appropriate behaviors have been
defined and taught, they need to be acknowledged on a regular basis. KVHS has
designed a formal system that rewards positive behaviors. “Caught demonstrating
STRONG” are immediate forms used by the individual teacher, as a tool of
encouragement and a student motivator. “Bronc Bucks” are awarded to encourage and
reinforce positive behaviors demonstrated on a consistent basis.
4. Behavioral Errors are Corrected Proactively. When students violate behavioral
expectations, clear procedures are needed for providing information to them that their

behavior was unacceptable, and preventing that unacceptable behavior from resulting in
inadvertent rewards. Students, teachers, and administrators all should be able to predict
what will occur when behavioral errors are identified.

Bronc Bucks and Chips
Bronc-Bucks are awarded by staff to students who exemplify being KV
STRONG on a consistent basis in the classroom, hallways, cafeteria, and
other areas of the building. Bronc-Bucks are awarded to encourage and
reinforce positive behaviors among our students. Staff members can award
Bronc-Bucks to students, whether they teach them or not.
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KV Strong Chips can be redeemed for yogurt
or replacement items from ASB, items from the
Bronc Store and others.
One(1) chip for a small yogurt and the
redemption value for other like items is to be
determined. They may also be used at other
school outlets such as the Bronc Store and others that will be
identified later.

Kern Valley High School
Student Behavior Management Process
Explanation of Behavior Graphic
In order to manage student behavior consistently throughout classrooms at
KVHS, the following Student Behavior Management Process graphic has
been created. It is to be used as a guide for differentiating between
teacher-managed and office-managed behaviors.

KVHS Consequences
The following are suggested interventions that may be utilized in correcting a student’s
inappropriate behavior. Interventions listed are not hierarchical.
Not all intervention strategies for each level need to be utilized.

Level 1: Minimal interference with instructional process based
on class and/or school procedures
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*Proximity Control
*Nonverbal cue to correct behavior
*Verbal warning to student(s)
*Conference with student (in classroom or hallway)
*In-class modified seating
*In-class time out
*Log into notes
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Level 2: Repeated interference with instructional process based
on class and/or school procedures
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*Staff corresponds with parent/guardian
*Referral to Counselor
*Detention with classroom teacher (optional)
*Participation grade deduction
*Log into notes

Level 3: Repeated interference with instructional process based
on class and/or school procedures
*Staff corresponds with parent/guardian
*Counselor intervention
*Log into notes

Office
Managed

Level 4: Administrative action
*Office Discipline Synergy referral
**Teacher Discipline Synergy referral after levels 1-3 are used

Negative Consequence Examples
If a student engages in an inappropriate behavior, the teachers have many
options to deal with the behavior. The PBIS system is not dictating which option
teachers choose; we are, however asking them to record the steps they have taken with
a student so we may see patterns of behavior that emerge, to better work with the
individual student and/or the school population as a whole.

Interventions

